FIRST OVER EVEREST
oxygen mask slipped. It was one he had borrowed, the fitting
had been incorrect. The observer, busy with his cameras,
realised quite suddenly that die even upward progress of the
machine had given way to something of a disconcerting nature.
Holding on tight he tried to telephone die pilot, feeling that a
crisis was imminent, and the pilot might succumb to an oxygen
failure. The dual control had been removed, the pilot was out
of reach, but fortunately, he had a parachute.
An observer does not care to desert his pilot without due
cause, so he waited, holding on firmly, to the strongest looking
struts, whilst the altimeter needle made ominous moves down
its scale* At this inopportune moment, the securing catch of the
hatchway or trap-door in the floor gave way, and the door
blew open, offering a vista, straight downwards of some five
miles, to die surface of Kent. The observer struggled blindly to
kick back the door, whilst supporting himself with both hands
over diis space, at the same time, trying hard to obtain some
sign of life from the pilot. At last, when he was deciding
whedier to slip himself and the parachute through the hole in
the floor, to retain a lungful of oxygen and with it, enough
consciousness to pull die ring of the parachute in the air> things
began to happen.
The oxygen supply seemed to improve, his mindi worked
more freely, and at last a small voice came from the pilot. At
the same time the machine levelled on to an even keel, the
observer succeeded in closing die door in the floor and sat
firmly upon it.
Then die pilot explained daat lie had managed to make secure
his oxygen mask which had very insidiously slipped to one
side, so that imperceptibly his mental processes had become
fogged and obscured,
Widi die loss of height, matters put themselves right; the
oxygen came freelj through its pipes and all was well On they
flew up to their "ceiling/* hard at work making notes, and
then home. Meanwhile, the clouds had thickened and it was no
easy task to find the way to die West of England. At last die
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